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Abstract: In this study, we propose a novel method for algal bed region segmentation using aerial
images. Accurately determining the carbon dioxide absorption capacity of coastal algae requires
measurements of algal bed regions. However, conventional manual measurement methods are
resource-intensive and time-consuming, which hinders the advancement of the field. To solve these
problems, we propose a novel method for automatic algal bed region segmentation using aerial
images. In our method, we use an advanced semantic segmentation model, a ViT adapter, and
adapt it to aerial images for algal bed region segmentation. Our method demonstrates high accuracy
in identifying algal bed regions in an aerial image dataset collected from Hokkaido, Japan. The
experimental results for five different ecological regions show that the mean intersection over union
(mIoU) and mean F-score of our method in the validation set reach 0.787 and 0.870, the IoU and
F-score for the background region are 0.957 and 0.978, and the IoU and F-score for the algal bed
region are 0.616 and 0.762, respectively. In particular, the mean recognition area compared with the
ground truth area annotated manually is 0.861. Our study contributes to the advancement of blue
carbon assessment by introducing a novel semantic segmentation-based method for identifying algal
bed regions using aerial images.

Keywords: blue carbon; algal beds; carbon dioxide absorption; semantic segmentation; ViT adapter

1. Introduction

Global warming, predominantly attributed to human-induced factors, has led to
a discernible increase in the Earth’s average temperature [1,2]. This trend has resulted
in various harmful effects, such as the melting of polar ice caps, rising sea levels, and
more frequent extreme weather events [3]. In this scenario, developing effective carbon
dioxide (CO2) absorption strategies is vital. “Blue carbon”, which refers to CO2 absorption
in oceanic and coastal ecosystems, has emerged as an important element in combating
atmospheric levels, with coastal algae playing a critical role because of their high CO2
absorption capacity [4,5].

Effective use of coastal algae in blue carbon strategies requires accurate measurement
of CO2 absorption ability [6,7]. Accurate determination of the area of the algal bed regions
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is a critical step in measuring their CO2 absorption capacity. The extent of these algal beds
is an important metric of their potential for CO2 absorption; larger algal bed areas generally
suggest higher CO2 absorption ability [8]. This relationship between the size of algal beds
and their CO2 absorption ability shows the importance of accurate area measurements in
evaluating their role in blue carbon strategies [9]. Several studies have demonstrated the
feasibility of identifying algal beds by analyzing aerial or unmanned aerial vehicle images,
even though their primary focus has been on the detection of seaweed presence rather than
blue carbon assessment [10,11].

In this study, we tackle the challenge of evaluating the capacity of coastal algae for CO2
absorption, with a particular emphasis on the automated recognition of algal bed areas [12,13].
Conventional manual methods for surveying these regions, although thorough, are time-
consuming and resource-intensive. Such methods typically prove unsuitable for widespread
application because of their laborious nature [14]. By leveraging remote sensing and deep
learning methods, our method provides a more efficient, scalable, and accurate solution for
algal bed region segmentation [15–17]. Our method not only streamlines the process but also
improves the feasibility of implementing these strategies on a broader scale.

In our method, we use an advanced semantic segmentation model named the vision
transformer adapter (ViT adapter) to effectively identify algal-specific features [18]. The
original ViT [19], typically trained on large-scale open datasets, is optimized for specific
tasks through the integration of a ViT adapter. This adaptation comprises three components:
the spatial prior (SP) module, which captures spatial characteristics from input images;
the spatial feature injector (SFI) module, which is designed to infuse these characteristics
into ViT; the multiscale feature extractor (MFE), which generates hierarchical features from
the ViT output. These modules allow our method to adjust to various conditions, such
as different algal bed states, lighting scenarios, and distinct coastal ecosystems, thereby
significantly improving the segmentation accuracy. Using the proposed method, we can
accurately identify algal bed regions from other coastal and marine elements. We also
design a patch-based training strategy to fully utilize aerial image information, which can
further improve algal bed region segmentation performance.

Our study findings show that the proposed method can accurately recognize algal
bed regions using aerial images to estimate the CO2 absorption capacity, representing an
enhancement over conventional methodologies. The proposed method was trained and
tested using an aerial image dataset collected from Hokkaido, Japan. The experimental
results show that our method achieves a mIoU of 0.787 and a mean F-score (mF-score)
of 0.870. Specifically, in algal bed regions, the IoU and F-score were 0.616 and 0.762,
respectively, whereas the background region scored higher with an IoU of 0.957 and
an F-score of 0.978. The mean recognition area compared with the ground-truth area
annotated manually was 0.861. Furthermore, the scalable nature of our method allows for
its effective integration into extensive coastal monitoring systems, thereby enhancing our
understanding and management of blue carbon dynamics across vast coastal areas. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first time to explore algal bed region segmentation for
estimating CO2 absorption capacity. We compared with other segmentation methods and
proved the superiority of the proposed method.

2. Material
2.1. Study Area

The study area, which extends from Yoichi Town to Shimamaki Village along the
Hokkaido coastline, is shown in Figure 1. The varied coastal geography, ranging from
rugged cliffs to sandy beaches, offers diverse habitats for algal colonization. The geo-
graphical coordinates for this area are defined by the JGD2011 geodetic datum (https:
//www.gsi.go.jp/sokuchikijun/tky2jgd.html, accessed on 12 May 2024), ensuring accurate
location mapping. The eastern and western boundaries are marked by longitudes 140.51
and 139.48, respectively, and the northern and southern boundaries are at latitudes 43.23
and 42.37, respectively.

https://www.gsi.go.jp/sokuchikijun/tky2jgd.html
https://www.gsi.go.jp/sokuchikijun/tky2jgd.html
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Figure 1. Schematic of the study area.

2.2. Data Collection

The aerial photography process was performed on specific dates in the spring (May)
and summer (August and September) of 2015 along the coastline from Yoichi Town to
Shimamaki Village, including seven ecological regions. We used an UltraCamEagle digital
aerial camera mounted on a Cessna TU-206G aircraft. The camera was set to a ground
resolution of 30 cm/pixel, which is aligned with the planned photography altitude and
flight paths. Before each photography session, we performed thorough checks of wave
conditions, weather, solar altitude, and direction to minimize the halation effect on water
surfaces. This involved adjusting the sequence of flight routes to minimize the mirror-like
reflection of sunlight.

Furthermore, the aerial photography process maintained an altitude of 4604 m, cov-
ering all 12 planned courses. The images were then processed using specialized software
to produce high-resolution monochrome and color images. Furthermore, simplified or-
thophoto images were obtained using numerical elevation models, ensuring an accurate
representation of the coastal terrain (https://geospatial.trimble.com/zh-cn/products/
software/trimble-inpho, accessed on 12 May 2024). The processed images adhered to
public survey standards, offering a reliable and detailed visualization of the coastal region,
which is essential for successful mapping and analysis of the distribution of the algal
bed region.

Consequently, we acquired 195 aerial images. Expert analysts manually marked
the algal bed regions within the images. These expert annotations were used to create
binary masks for segmentation. Of the total, five images of different ecological regions
were chosen as the validation set, whereas the remaining images were allocated for the
training set. Figure 2 shows the original images and expert annotations of the validation
set, namely, Shimamaki, Suttu, Iwanai, Tomari, and Kamoenai, which are referred to as
Regions A–E. Note that the different colors show different types of algae, and we do not
use the information in this study.

https://geospatial.trimble.com/zh-cn/products/software/trimble-inpho
https://geospatial.trimble.com/zh-cn/products/software/trimble-inpho
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(a) Original image of Region A. (b) Expert annotation of Region A.

(c) Original image of Region B. (d) Expert annotation of Region B.

(e) Original image of Region C. (f) Expert annotation of Region C.

(g) Original image of Region D (h) Expert annotation of Region D

(i) Original image of Region E (j) Expert annotation of Region E

Figure 2. Original images and expert annotations for Regions A–E.

3. Methodology

Semantic segmentation of algal bed regions from aerial images is a complex process
that plays a crucial role in ecological monitoring and environmental management. As
shown in Figure 3, the proposed method leverages the ViT adapter, thereby refining the
performance of the model in identifying algal-specific features within the images.

3.1. Patch Splitting

The initial step involves processing the raw aerial images using a patch-splitting
algorithm. The process segments each image into smaller, overlapping patches to preserve
semantic continuity. The patch generation process can be defined as follows:

Pi = foverlap(I, s, o) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, (1)

where Pi denotes the i-th patch, s represents the patch size, o represents the overlap between
patches, and N represents the total number of patches obtained from the aerial image I. The
patch-splitting algorithm ensures the preservation of semantic continuity across patches,
enabling more detailed and accurate aerial images.
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Figure 3. Overview of the proposed method. The upper panel shows the training pipeline, and the
lower panel shows the details of the patch-splitting process.

3.2. Vision Transformer with an Adapter

Our model architecture consists of two main components: a ViT and a ViT adapter.
The network architecture of the proposed method and the data flow between modules
are shown in Figure 4. Following the design principles of Dosovitskiy et al. [19], the
ViT starts with a patch-embedding process, where each input patch P is divided into
nonoverlapping segments with c pixels. These segments are then flattened (Flatten) and
converted into D-dimensional tokens, effectively reducing the feature resolution. The
tokens T are concatenated (Concat) with the corresponding position embeddings E and
then processed through several transformer encoder layers as follows:

Fj
vit = Concat(Flatten(T, E)), (2)

where Fj
vit denotes the features extracted at the j-th block within ViT from patch P.

Figure 4. The network architecture of the proposed method and the data flow between modules.
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The ViT adapter, designed to enhance the performance of the ViT, includes the follow-
ing three crucial components: SP, SFI, and MFE modules. The SP module captures spatial
features from the input patch. These features, after being flattened and concatenated, are
fed into the ViT through the SFI module. The MFE module then processes these features
and constructs hierarchical features from the ViT output. This process is repeatedly per-
formed, with the transformer encoders in the ViT segmented into blocks. Each block is
involved in enhancing spatial features and hierarchically extracting features. The resulting
features form a pyramid structure similar to that used in ResNet [20], enabling the model
to efficiently perform various semantic segmentation tasks.

In the ViT adapter, the specialized spatial feature process is critical for capturing de-
tailed spatial information within aerial images. The SP module is designed to process local
spatial contexts present in patches. It operates in conjunction with the patch-embedding
layer of the ViT and does not alter the original structure of the ViT. The SP module uses a
convolutional stem similar to ResNet, consisting of three convolutional layers, followed
by a max-pooling layer. This is succeeded by a series of stride-2 3 × 3 convolutions that
increase the channel count while reducing the size of the feature maps. Finally, a set of
1 × 1 convolutions (Conv) and feature pyramids (FPs) transforms these feature maps into
D-dimensional space, encompassing feature maps at resolutions of 1/8, 1/16, and 1/32.
The process can be defined as follows:

F1, F2, F3 = FP(Conv(P)). (3)

Here, F1, F2, and F3 represent the tokens at the respective resolutions derived from
patch P. Then, we flatten and concatenate these tokens as follows:

Fj
sp = Concat(Flatten(F1, F2, F3)), (4)

where Fj
sp denotes the spatial features extracted at the j-th block within the ViT adapter

from patch P. The SP module allows for enhanced analysis of spatial features within aerial
images, significantly contributing to the overall effectiveness of the model in identifying
and interpreting complex visual data.

The plain ViT model typically suffers from suboptimal performance in semantic segmen-
tation tasks because of weak prior assumptions [21,22]. To mitigate this issue, two feature
interaction modules, SFI and MFE, based on cross-attention are introduced [23,24]. The SFI
module infuses SPs into ViT, whereas the MFE module extracts and processes these features,
enhancing the performance of the model in semantic segmentation tasks. The process of
the SFI module can be defined as follows:

F̂j
vit = Fj

vit + pj · SA(LN(Fj
vit), LN(Fj

sp)), (5)

where pj ∈ RD denotes a learnable parameter that balances the output of SA and the input
feature Fj

vit, LN denotes layer normalization [25], and SA denotes sparse attention. Sparse
attention facilitates a more streamlined and efficient computation, which is especially
beneficial in scenarios involving lengthy data sequences [26–28]. Specifically, we used
deformable attention [29] in the proposed method. The process of the MFE module is
defined as follows:

Fj+1
sp = F̂j

sp + FFN(LN(F̂j
sp)), (6)

F̂j
sp = Fj

sp + SA(LN(Fj
sp), LN(Fj+1

vit )), (7)

where we use a feed-forward network (FFN) to extract multiscale features. The spatial
feature, denoted as Fj+1

sp , which resulted from this injector is then used as the input for
the next SFI module. The above processing ensures a comprehensive extraction of image
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features, enabling better performance in semantic tasks by effectively using high-resolution
aerial images for detailed spatial analysis.

3.3. Semantic Segmentation and Loss Function

In the training phase, the binary mask M is required to perform semantic segmentation.
The mask is generated based on detailed annotations to accurately represent the locations
of algal beds. The binary mask-creating process can be defined as follows:

M(a, b) =

{
1, if pixel(a, b) is within an algal bed,
0, otherwise,

(8)

where each pixel coordinate (a, b) is labeled as being in the algal bed region or not. Note
that the generated binary mask also performs the splitting process corresponding to the
aerial image patches, as shown in Section 3.1.

To optimize the segmentation model, the cross-entropy loss L is used to measure the
discrepancy between the predicted segmentation and ground truth as follows:

L(y, ŷ) = − 1
K

K

∑
k=1

[yk log(ŷk) + (1 − yk) log(1 − ŷk)]. (9)

Here, y denotes the ground truth, ŷ denotes the predicted results for algal bed pixels,
and K represents the total pixel count.

Combining the expansive receptive field of the ViT with the detailed adaptations
from the ViT adapter, the proposed method enables refined analysis of aerial images. This
integration results in accurate segmentation of algal bed regions, which is essential for
effective environmental monitoring.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Settings

In this subsection, we introduce the detailed settings of the proposed method (PM).
First, the backbone used in our study is a ViT adapter-L [18], and the segmentation method
is UperNet [30]. We leverage the BERT pretraining of image transformers (BEiT-L) [31],
which is pretrained on the ImageNet-22K dataset [32] using a masked image modeling
approach [33,34]. This refinement significantly alters the original ViT configuration to
support an increased input resolution s of 640 pixels, which is facilitated by adjusting
the patch size c to 16 pixels. The overlap o was set to 320 pixels. Our architecture has a
24-layer deep network that incorporates 1024-dimensional embeddings and 16 attention
heads while using a mixed precision framework to improve memory efficiency during
training. The segmentation framework includes a decoder head with four 1024-dimensional
embedding channels designed for binary classification problems. An auxiliary head is also
integrated to augment segmentation precision and set it up for binary classification.

To improve the performance of the model, data augmentation methods such as resizing,
random cropping, flipping, photometric distortion, normalization, padding, and formatting
are applied. An AdamW optimizer was used for model training, which was configured with
a 2 × 10−5 learning rate and 0.05 weight decay, incorporating a layer-wise learning rate
decay strategy across 24 layers at a 0.9 rate for refined parameter optimization. The learning
rate schedule was designed according to a polynomial decay model, incorporating a linear
warm-up phase over 1500 iterations, strategically balancing exploration and exploitation
throughout the training process. The total number of training iterations was set to 50,000.
The parameter number of ViT adapter-L was approximately 23.7 M. Table 1 shows the
important hyperparameters of the proposed method. For comparative methods, we used
a ViT adapter with full image training (CM1), DeepLab V3 (CM2) [35], ViT-L (CM3), and
SegFormer (CM4) [36]. All methods use their default settings and train from scratch for
fair comparison.
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Table 1. Hyperparameters of the proposed method.

Parameter Value

Training iteration 50,000
Warmup iteration 1500
Image size 640
Overlap size 320
Patch size 16
Optimizer AdamW
Learning rate 2 × 10−5

Weight decay 0.05
Layer-wise decay 0.9
Embedding dimension 1024
Depth 16
Heads number 4
Parameter numbers 23.7 M

In our experiments, we used the PyTorch [37] framework to develop the models and
conducted training and testing on an NVIDIA RTX A6000 GPU. The entire training process
spanned approximately 1 day. To assess the accuracy of the proposed method, we used the
following set of specific metrics.

• Area: A metric that considers the predicted algal bed area against the ground truth.

Area =
Ppred

Pgt
, (10)

where Ppred represents the number of pixels in the predicted algal bed area, and Pgt
represents the number of pixels in the ground truth algal bed area.

• IoU: A metric that measures the overlap between the predicted and actual algal
bed regions.

IoU =
Poverlap

Ppred + Pgt − Poverlap
, (11)

where Poverlap represents the number of overlapping pixels between the predicted
algal bed area and ground truth.

• Precision: A metric that indicates the proportion of correctly predicted algal bed areas.

Precision =
Poverlap

Ppred
. (12)

• Recall: A metric that indicates the proportion of actual algal bed areas correctly identified.

Recall =
Poverlap

Pgt
. (13)

• F-score (Fscore): A metric that combines precision and recall into a single measure.

Fscore =
2 · (Precision · Recall)
(Precision + Recall)

, (14)

which can be simplified to:

Fscore =
2 · Poverlap

Ppred + Pgt
. (15)

IoU, Precision, Recall, and F-score metrics are commonly used evaluation metrics in
segmentation tasks. The area metric is a newly proposed evaluation metric for the future
measurement of CO2 absorption ability.
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4.2. Results and Analysis

This subsection presents the test results of Regions A–E and their subsequent analysis.
The effectiveness of the proposed method is quantitatively illustrated in Tables 2–5.

Table 2. Overall semantic segmentation comparison of different methods.

mIoU mFscore mPrecision mRecall

CM1 0.749 0.831 0.823 0.840
CM2 0.758 0.848 0.882 0.821
CM3 0.763 0.852 0.894 0.820
CM4 0.776 0.863 0.877 0.850
PM 0.787 0.870 0.892 0.851

Table 3. Overall semantic segmentation results of five different algal bed regions.

mIoU mFscore mPrecision mRecall

Region A 0.826 0.898 0.919 0.880
Region B 0.768 0.859 0.877 0.844
Region C 0.826 0.898 0.880 0.919
Region D 0.769 0.857 0.917 0.815
Region E 0.740 0.831 0.872 0.799

Mean 0.787 0.870 0.892 0.851

Table 4. Background region semantic segmentation results for five different algal bed regions.

IoU Fscore Precision Recall

Region A 0.971 0.985 0.981 0.990
Region B 0.931 0.964 0.956 0.972
Region C 0.968 0.984 0.988 0.979
Region D 0.951 0.975 0.960 0.990
Region E 0.964 0.982 0.975 0.988

Mean 0.957 0.978 0.972 0.984

Table 5. Algal bed region semantic segmentation results for five different algal bed regions.

IoU Fscore Precision Recall Area

Region A 0.681 0.810 0.856 0.769 0.872
Region B 0.606 0.754 0.797 0.716 0.856
Region C 0.685 0.813 0.772 0.859 1.120
Region D 0.640 0.739 0.874 0.640 0.713
Region E 0.515 0.680 0.768 0.610 0.744

Mean 0.616 0.762 0.813 0.718 0.861

As shown in Table 2, the proposed method (PM), which employs a patch-based training
strategy with the ViT adapter, exhibits significant advantages in semantic segmentation,
achieving a mIoU of 0.787 along with balanced mPrecision and mRecall metrics. This
performance surpasses that of other established methods, such as DeepLab V3 (CM2) and
SegFormer (CM4), offering more accurate segmentations. Compared to full image training
(CM1), PM considerably improves detail resolution, particularly in challenging regions
like algal beds. Furthermore, when compared to a standard ViT-L (CM3), PM’s enhanced
segmentation capabilities stem from the integration of three modules, which collectively
contribute to its superior performance.

In Table 3, the mIoU of 0.787 not only suggests high accuracy but also consistent
performance across varying marine environments. This consistency is essential for the
scalable applications of the proposed method, ensuring reliability in diverse ecological
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conditions. Region A, with a mIoU of 0.826, and Region C, with a mIoU of 0.826, are
exemplary, indicating the potential of the method to achieve high accuracy in ecologically
diverse settings. The mF-score, averaging 0.870, complements this by providing a balanced
view of the precision–recall trade-off, with Region A showing a remarkable mF-score of
0.898, attesting to the ability of the method to maintain high recognition performance while
minimizing false detections.

Performance differences are evident when comparing the metrics of mean precision
(mPrecision) and mean recall (mRecall). An mPrecision of 0.892 shows the ability of the
method to correctly identify true algal bed areas, whereas an mRecall of 0.851 reflects the
comprehensiveness of algal bed recognition. Region D, despite having a lower mIoU of
0.769, achieves an mPrecision of 0.917, suggesting that although some true algal bed areas
may be missed, the areas identified are highly likely correct.

In Table 4, the focus on background region recognition enhances algal bed segmen-
tation, where high scores across IoU, F-score, precision, and recall exceed those shown
in Table 3. With mIoU and mF-score values of 0.957 and 0.978, respectively, the method
demonstrates its effectiveness in distinguishing background areas, which is an impor-
tant aspect of accurate algal bed detection. Furthermore, the method exhibits exceptional
precision and recall, averaging 0.972 and 0.984, respectively, indicating high accuracy in
background pixel classification, particularly in Region A, which exhibits the highest scores.

Table 5 shows the efficacy of the method in the identification of algal bed regions,
with the IoU values demonstrating high accuracy in the segmentation task. Notably, an
IoU of 0.685 for Region C signifies a considerable alignment between the predicted and
actual areas of algal beds. Furthermore, the F-score for Region C is 0.813, which reflects
an optimal balance of precision and recall, demonstrating the robustness of the method in
accurately identifying algal beds. The area metric relates to the ecological importance of
this study. The average ratio of 0.861 across regions for the area metric indicates the ability
of the method to accurately estimate the extent of algal bed regions.

The experimental results indicate that the proposed method is not only effective in
identifying and delineating algal beds in marine environments but also demonstrates high
adaptability and accuracy across different regions. The high precision of our method
in background segmentation bolsters its capability in algal bed recognition, providing a
reliable tool for environmental monitoring and analysis. The results of this study, along
with the promising performance of the method across multiple metrics, show its potential
in the field of marine ecology and the broader context of environmental science and climate
change mitigation.

Visualization of the segmentation results is shown in Figures 5–9. It provides a
crucial visual complement to the quantitative analysis, offering insight into the practical
effectiveness of the proposed method for algal bed region segmentation using aerial images.

The figures present a side-by-side visual comparison of the segmented outputs of
the method against manually annotated ground truths for Regions A–E. The visualization
results demonstrate the ability of the method to accurately identify and delineate algal bed
regions despite common challenges such as varying lighting conditions and water turbidity.

Each figure corresponds to a different coastal region, demonstrating the versatility
of our method across diverse geographical areas. This aspect is critical because it shows
the robustness and adaptability of the method to different environmental conditions and
algal bed densities, which is vital for scalable and reliable environmental monitoring and
marine ecosystem management. This visual evidence not only validates the quantitative
results but also emphasizes the potential contribution of our method to blue carbon as-
sessment and ecological studies by providing a reliable, efficient, and scalable tool for
environmental monitoring.
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(a) Binary mask.

(b) Predicted results (CM1).

(c) Predicted results (PM).

Figure 5. Qualitative evaluation results for Region A.
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(a) Binary mask.

(b) Predicted results (CM1).

(c) Predicted results (PM).

Figure 6. Qualitative evaluation results for Region B.
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(a) Binary mask.

(b) Predicted results (CM1).

(c) Predicted results (PM).

Figure 7. Qualitative evaluation results for Region C.
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(a) Binary mask.

(b) Predicted results (CM1).

(c) Predicted results (PM).

Figure 8. Qualitative evaluation results for Region D.
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(a) Binary mask.

(b) Predicted results (CM1).

(c) Predicted results (PM).

Figure 9. Qualitative evaluation results for Region E.

5. Discussion

This study presented a new method for identifying algal beds in coastal regions using
a semantic segmentation model based on a ViT adapter. The results indicate high mIoU
and mF-score values across various validated regions, demonstrating the effectiveness of
the method in identifying algal bed regions. Specifically, the mIoU value of 0.787 and mF-
score of 0.870 across the study regions reflect the performance of the method in accurately
segmenting algal beds. These performance metrics, particularly mIoU, which is considered
a stringent segmentation accuracy metric, indicate the balanced assessment capabilities of
the method in terms of both false positives and negatives.

The user-friendly design of the proposed method is particularly advantageous for staff
members of local public organizations and fishery cooperatives who play a pivotal role
in environmental conservation. The straightforward operation of our method simplifies
monitoring tasks. This study is a foundational step in a broader investigative initiative
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aimed at enhancing blue carbon evaluation. Using advanced semantic segmentation
technology, we intend to improve the accuracy of estimating CO2 absorption capacity, of-
fering essential assistance to local environmental managers responsible for these significant
ecological assessments.

The potential of our method for real-world application is substantial, extending beyond
CO2 absorption to include the early recognition and management of algal beds, which
could be used for the early detection and conservation measures of declining seaweed
beds. The scalability of the method holds the promise of integration into global monitoring
systems, which can revolutionize the management of marine ecosystems in the context of
climate change mitigation.

Our method also has some limitations. We present three detailed analyses of the
visualization results in Figure 10. In Region C, the overdetection of algal beds can be
attributed to edge relationships during image patching. When the image is segmented
into smaller patches for analysis, the edges where patches meet can introduce artifacts that
our method currently misinterprets as part of the algal beds. This oversegmentation along
the patch borders underscores the need for improved edge artifact recognition within our
patch-splitting algorithm, which can be addressed by refining the patch-splitting process
or by introducing a postprocessing step that considers the continuity of detected features
across patch boundaries.

Region D presents a different challenge; our model struggles with the detection of
sparsely distributed algal beds. This limitation is partly inherent in semantic segmentation
models, which rely on the recognition of patterns and continuity in data. Sparse features
without clear, consistent patterns can be easily overlooked or misclassified, leading to
underdetection in these areas. Enhancing the sensitivity of the method to less dense and
more scattered features without increasing the false positive rate is a delicate balance that
requires further research, possibly involving the integration of more sophisticated feature
recognition methods.

Region E shows examples of detection errors where our method either fails to identify
algal beds or incorrectly marks other regions. This misclassification underlines the need for
increased robustness in the model, which can be achieved through more extensive training
on a diverse set of images representing a wide range of environmental conditions. Incor-
porating additional contextual information and using advanced deep learning methods,
such as ensemble learning or adversarial training, can also help improve the accuracy and
generalizability of the proposed model.

The discrepancies in recognition accuracy, such as a lower IoU in Region E, indicate
potential limitations and areas for further development. These variances can be attributed
to environmental complexities and varying lighting conditions. The challenge in Region E
suggests that the performance of the proposed method can be affected by intricate ecological
features or suboptimal imaging conditions, which necessitate further refinement of the
algorithm or data preprocessing methods.

Reliance on high-quality aerial images and the computational demands of process-
ing large datasets are factors that can limit the applicability of the method in resource-
constrained settings. Furthermore, note that manual annotations are subject to human error
and interpretation, which can introduce a degree of variability in the ground truth.

The area metric, which indicates the extent of algal bed coverage identified by our
model, has shown promise with high average values in the validation sets. However, the
limited sample diversity may not fully represent the complex variability of coastal regions.
We recognize this as a constraint on the current applicability of the model. To improve
the performance of the model in practical scenarios, we are committed to diversifying
our validation datasets. Increasing the number of samples, especially those from under-
represented and ecologically varied regions, will be a critical step toward improving the
accuracy and robustness of the method.
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Figure 10. Detailed analyses of the visualization results of the proposed method.

6. Conclusions

This study proposed a novel method for recognizing algal bed regions using aerial
images. In our method, we used an advanced semantic segmentation model, a ViT adapter,
and adapted it to aerial images for algal bed region segmentation. The proposed method
accurately identifies algal bed regions, which is crucial for assessing their CO2 absorption
capacity in the context of blue carbon strategies and climate change mitigation. Experiments
on an aerial image dataset collected from Hokkaido, Japan, reveal that the proposed
method achieves high accuracy in algal bed region segmentation. This success illustrates its
capability to accurately identify algal beds among various coastal and marine features. Such
progress promises to improve the monitoring and management of blue carbon ecosystems,
thereby playing a crucial role in environmental conservation efforts.
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